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REFLECTIONS
By Martin E. Doran

FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Aboard-meeting topic every AAded to hold it at the sameAAHowever, it is clear fromAAobably are not aware of AAhe last two years to increaseAAng to PA-46 owners and toAAowledge for the benefit of all. AAboard initiatives that haveAAdriven the addition of more than 200 new members in each of theAA
last two years — and probably would have brought in even more
members if we had communicated these initiatives to the entire
membership.

New Piper Owner Program – The board reinstituted a program
that was in place years ago whereby Piper pays for the first year of 
MMOPA membership for everyone purchasing a new Piper PA-46
aircraft. This program assures us that every new Piper owner is ex-
posed to the benefits of MMOPA membership and welcomed into
the MMOPA community.

CFI Incentive Program – After some healthy discussion at the
board meeting two years ago, it was agreed that the best way to ac-
cess non-MMOPA members who fly a PA-46 was through our fine
group of PA-46 instructors. As noted in the threads, some potential
members “may” be turned off to MMOPA membership before ever
seeing the benefits.  But if pilots want to meet FAA and insurance
requirements, they must have annual contact with a PA-46 CFI. So
we offered a program in which every PA-46 CFI is provided certifi-
cates to offer all his or her clients a one-year free MMOPA member-
ship (referred to in the thread as a “test drive”) at the completion of 
annual or recurrent training. If a CFI refers two or more potential
members within a year, his or her annual MMOPA dues are waived.

Emeritus status – In an effort not to lose the cumulative knowl-
edge and experiences of some of our longstanding members, the
board approved establishing a special class of members who become
MMOPA members for life – dues free. The Emeritus members
must have been MMOPA members for at least 10 years and no
longer own or fly a PA-46. These “former” members may have either
moved on to another aircraft or no longer fly for a variety of reasons.
They naturally would be less inclined to continue to pay dues to an
OPA where they don’t fly or own an aircraft, but the entire member-
ship loses the insights they can offer from their years of participation
in the PA-46 community. 

Promotional codes – We regularly receive requests from people
who are interested in purchasing a PA-46 and would like to have ac-
cess to our membership to ask those questions we all want answers
to: Malibu or Mirage? JetProp or Meridian? Cost of operation?
Range? Payload? You get the gist! Everyone who makes any form
of inquiry is offered a promotional code to ask our members these
questions, but we always ask the “prospective owners/members” to
identify themselves in their first post as a prospector.  You probably 
recall seeing some of these posts over the years. The promo codes
also allow people to “test drive” the website and experience firsthand
our responsive and welcoming members. The feedback I have
received from this offer is overwhelmingly positive, and almost all
who eventually purchase a PA-46 (and have used the website under
this program) become dues-paying members.

Supporting our members – MMOPA is a group of successful,
gracious, caring and reasonable people. Consistent with the makeup
of our membership, we have regularly worked with our members
who for a variety of reasons (e.g., personal, business, medical, family,
etc.) requested a waiver or reduction of fees. We have also liberally 
allowed members who co-own/operate aircraft with others to enjoy 
the benefits of membership with one membership shared among
more than one person.

I hope this summary provides you with a better understanding of 
programs MMOPA offers to continue to grow the membership so
that we can maintain a vibrant and open organization. Our annual
dues structure provides the opportunity to offer these programs to
engage more PA-46 drivers to share their knowledge and experi-
ences to benefit all and to provide access to information to keep us
all a little bit safer. 

If anyone has questions about any of these programs or ideas for
others, the board will be meeting in early spring 2016. Send your
cards and letters – or just send me (or any board member) an email
or add your “Reflections” to the current forum thread. I will make
sure to add a copy of this letter to the thread!

All the best,

Marty

A recent thread on the MMOPA Forums entitled “Reflections” led to a very interesting and

AA
the value MMOPA members get for their $250 annual membership

AA
our 2015 Member Survey inquiry on this issue. Most members ap

AA
-

ng a good Return-on-Investment from their MMOPA membership.

AAo MMOPA membership and whether we should open membershipAAr “no cost” as a means to continue to build community and expose allAAwledge of our existing membership. The current membership couldAAof those who might hesitate to join because of the annual fee. AA
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Flight
Outfitters 

gg

introduces
aviation 
apparel line   
Are you a real aviator? Well then,

Flight Outfitters has just the thing

for you, a fashionable-yet-rugged 

six-item premium-quality apparel 

line designed with the modern pilot

in mind. Described as “reliable ap-

parel for the real aviator,” the Flight 

Outfitters-branded clothing line is a

welcome addition to the company’s

already successful line of flight

bags. It offers two T-shirt styles

made from Super Soft 50/50 blend,

two rugged cap styles, a classic Me-

rino wool zip pullover with Flatlock

stitching and its cotton/poly blend

shirt that can go from cockpit to a

night on the town. Outfitters Avia-

tion Apparel is testament to their

pledge to provide products that are

part of the flying experience and the

aviation lifestyle. The clothing line 

is sold through Sporty’s at Sportys.

com. You can read about the other

products Flight Outfitters carries on 

its website: FlightOutfitters.com

New  
Touch CDU 
IPad app  
for FMS 
Trainer
The Touch CDU app by 

Universal Avionics for 

the iPad provides a 

virtual control display 

unit (CDU) experience for 

students using Uni-

versal Avionics’ Flight 

Management System 

Trainer. The app has all 

the functionality the 

physical FPCDU provides, 

including data entry, 

Line Select Key selec-

tion, and Function Key 

selection. With wireless 

connection via Wi-Fi to 

the computer terminal, the cables between the FPCDU and computer are no 

longer needed, making for a clutter-free desktop for students. Previously, 

Universal’s customers would have had to use a mouse to operate the FMS 

Trainer software. The Touch CDU app is available for free at iTunes.Apple.

com/us/app/touch-cdu

Pay for fuel from your 
phone with MSA Pay

y yy y

Private and business pilots can now schedule and pay

for fueling or services directly from their phones with the

first mobile aviation payment app from U.S. Bank Multi

Service Aviation. MSA Pay is designed specifically for

ordering, payment and back-office needs of pilots and

eliminates the time-consuming process of receipt and invoice tracking. Using

the app, pilots can notify a Fixed Base Operator of their arrival details, special

needs and service requests before landing. The FBO will perform the requested

services, let the pilot know when the plane is ready and send him or her an

invoice to review and approve. Once approved, the app automatically emails a

copy of the invoice to the pilot and to the pilot’s back office for final-payment

processing. The app is now available through the App Store on iPhone, iPad

and iPod Touch. It will be available through Google Play in early 2016.

FIRST LOOK
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FIRST LOOK

‘The Great War Seen
From the Air’ 
Aerial photography was a relatively new technol-

ogy at the onset of World War I and was embraced

as an indispensable tool of wartime intelligence

by all nations involved in the conflict.  As a result,

thousands of photographs taken from the air over 

the battlefields of the Great War have survived in

archives throughout Europe, Australia and the Unit-

ed States. These pictures present the war from a 

unique perspective, clearly showing the developing

trench system, artillery batteries, bunkers, railway

lines, airfields, medical evacuation routes and more.

They reveal the expanding war in Flanders Fields as

the hostilities spread, kilometer by kilometer.

   This volume, by Birger Stichelbaut and Piet 

Chielens, is the result of collaboration among the 

In Flanders Fields Museum in Ypres, the Impe-

rial War Museum of London, and the Royal Army 

Museum in Brussels. It features hundreds of pho-

tographic case studies, illustrating in detail the

physical extent of World War I. It’s $90 from Yale 

University Press. YalePress.yale.edu

Bring your airplane’s
logbooks into the 21st 

g y pg y p

Century with PlaneLogiX
gg

Ever wish you could simplify the process of keeping maintenance

records on your airplane? PlaneLogiX has developed a system to do

just that. Its process helps efficiently manage and maintain your 

aircraft without the worry of getting behind on vital paperwork. And 

since an aircraft’s logbooks can make up 40 percent of an aircraft’s 

value, it’s more important than ever to have your logbooks brought

into the 21st century. First, get the company your logs — ship, scan or 

fly your logs to PlaneLogiX.  Once received, it will professionally scan, 

back up and transcribe your records. When your records are digitized,

you will have the tools necessary to keep up with your aircraft. Your

records now will be securely stored and available to you anywhere 

in the world through the company’s online service. One-time fees 

range from $300 for SimpleScan to $2,500 for Premium ScanScrip-

tion. Ongoing annual subscriptions begin at $80 per year per plane. 

PlaneLogiX.com

Meet the pilot head-worn
HUD system, TopMax

pp

Based on more than 20 years’ experience in military helmet-mounted display

systems with TopOwl and Scorpion products, Thales has developed a solution 

for smaller aircraft that have no room for a conventional Heads-Up Display with

the introduction of TopMax, a head-worn HUD that the pilot wears mounted on

a headset. The main module features a display in front of one of the pilot’s eyes 

showing all the flight symbols, plus a camera for orientation purposes. The camera 

is pointed inside the cockpit, where it looks for stickers on the overhead panel so 

it knows the precise position of the pilot’s head. Minimalist in design, TopMax is 

comfortable and easy to use with a weight of only 700 grams, including the audio 

headset, and active noise reduction. It could be certified within the next year. 

Thales’ head of marketing, Richard Perrot, primarily thought that TopMax would 

be the perfect answer for business jets that cannot be equipped with HUD, but

said he has found  “encouraging response from people in the high-end jet market.”

Onboard.ThalesGroup.com
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FLYING  
THE BLACK-
HOLE  
APPROACH
Flying an approach into a dark runway can be one of the  
most dangerous things any pilot can do.  BY BILL COX

E
ven the name sounds foreboding, as well it should. Fortunately, we’re not talking 
about the Enterprise boldly going where no one has gone before, but flying into 
black holes right here on Earth is unquestionably a dangerous procedure. 
   By definition, a black-hole approach isn’t a problem unless you’re flying at night 

(duh), and that alone introduces a higher level of risk. In its simplest form, a black-hole ap-
proach is one in which an aircraft flies a straight-in approach to a distant, well-lighted run-
way at night with unlighted topography in between. Many approaches over water or desert 
subject a pilot to the risk of a black hole, and even some mountainous terrain can interrupt 
what seems a perfectly normal approach with an unseen ridgeline or peak.
The problem most often arises when pilots are operating at night 
with no moon or starlight and no easily discernible horizon. Air-
ports with an unfamiliar length-to-width ratio and those with an up-
hill or downhill runway slope can also make it difficult to recognize 
the proper descent profile. Featureless terrain illusion can trick pilots 
into believing they’re higher than they actually are, causing them to 
initiate steeper descents. 
 Don’t scratch your head unless you’ve been there. It happens more 
often than you’d believe, and accident investigators have been analyz-
ing the reasons for years. A pair of Boeing engineers, Dr. Conrad 
Kraft and Dr. Charles Elworth, studied the problem 50 years ago 
after a spate of CFIT (controlled flight into terrain) airline accidents 
where pilots inexplicably flew into the ground, often in good weather 
with calm winds and no known hazards. 
 Accident statistics are rife with reports of experienced crews in 

highly sophisticated aircraft, equipped with the best avionics in the 
world, flying into the ground/ocean while approaching an airport on 
a long straight-in approach in the wee small hours.
 Accordingly, the researchers had a group of Boeing instructor 
pilots (each with more than 10,000 hours) fly a simulator in black-
hole conditions entirely by visual reference, without the benefit of 
an altimeter or glide slope. Many of the pilots flew excessively low 
approaches on a slight downsloping vertical arc rather than a direct 
line to the runway and subsequently “crashed” short of the threshold.   
 Night flying is inherently more dangerous than daylight operation, 
anyway, especially for working pilots who need to fly on demand or on 
a tight schedule. Owner-flown aircraft often operate in early morning 
and late evening to allow a full workday in between. For that reason, 
single-pilot jet or turboprop operators may be especially at risk, con-
sidering they often don’t have the benefit of a second opinion.

FLYING AT NIGHT
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The analogy of night flying and IFR 
operations is so close that the FAA once 
considered a night rating for pilots without 
an instrument ticket below the level of 
ATP. Some foreign countries (Canada and
Australia are two) already demand a night 
rating if you’re not instrument-certified. 

Everyone’s vision suffers at night.
Without sunlight, there is limited color
and no shadows, both subtle methods of 
judging height and distance. Local terrain
knowledge also may become useless after 
sunset, even for pilots who are familiar 
with relevant ground details. 

Perhaps worst of all, the black-hole syn-
drome is insidious. It manifests itself most
often in reasonable weather, when ceiling
and visibility are nowhere near IFR. In
good VFR conditions, ground lights may be
mistaken for stars, suggesting a nose-high
attitude that demands pushing the nose
over. Similarly, a bright light very far away 
may be mistaken for a dim one in close.

Conversely, a slight mist or a layer of di-
aphanous clouds can dilute what little light
is available and deceive a pilot into thinking

an airport is farther away. Flying beneath
an overcast in remote areas without lights
below can appear the same as O-O IMC
operation. Pitch-black conditions can make
it nearly impossible to determine a sloping
runway’s angle, either up or downhill.

A black-hole approach can seduce any 
pilot, no matter how learned or experi-
enced, to fly what is essentially a duck-
under approach, even in clear skies. That’s 
because a constant visual angle does not
equal a constant approach angle. Flying a
consistent approach angle will inevitably 
generate an ever-increasing visual angle as 
the range decreases. Pilots who attempt to
maintain a constant visual angle will fly a
vertically curved flight path that will even-
tually drop below a safe approach angle. 

In other words, a pilot’s visual acuity of 
the outside world becomes unreliable in
the dark. It turns out that believing your
eyes at night may be less reliable than
trusting your vestibular senses. This can 
lead to a phenomenon inevitably abbre-
viated by the FAA as GPO (glide-path
overestimation).

When conditions are exactly right
(wrong?), the dangers of a black-hole ap-
proach can be both deceptive and treacher-
ous. Conditions can seem benign for pilots
who aren’t forewarned. Fortunately, there are 
a number of ways to sidestep the problem.

The easiest, of course, is simply avoidance. 
Don’t yield to the temptation of a convenient 
straight-in approach at night unless there’s a 
working ILS.  Maintain a safe altitude until
actually reaching the airport, then, fly a 
normal downwind, base and final.

Another method of defeating the optical
black hole over relatively flat terrain is to use 
some simple math to assure a safe glide path. 
Regardless of whether the airport in question 
is equipped with an ILS, you can construct
your own mental approach (in VFR condi-
tions) with recommended altitudes, and fly it 
as religiously as you would a real procedure. 

Corporate airplanes are usually equipped
with at least two GPS receivers that can
provide a countdown of the distance to the
runway. The standard 3-degree approach
normally requires 300 feet of altitude loss
per mile from the airport. If there’s sloping
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terrain in between and a steeper approach 
is required, you can use a 4-degree ap-
proach that will stipulate 400 feet of altitude 
loss per mile or a 5-degree approach that 
would demand 500 feet down per mile. 

Pilots with even a modicum of math-
ematical smarts can construct a mental 
glideslope that will provide a recommend-
ed minimum safe altitude for every mile 
of the approach. If your normal approach 
speed is 90 knots and you’re six miles 
out at 2,000 feet, you’ll need to maintain 
a descent rate of 500 fpm to arrive at the 
threshold as you run out of altitude. 

Pretty obviously, your intermediate al-
titude checks will be 1,500 feet at four and 
a half miles, 1,000 feet at three miles and 
500 feet at one and half miles. If you’re me-
ticulous about adhering to those altitudes 
at the appropriate distance, there’s virtually 
no chance of an optical illusion tricking 
you into an under-shoot.

I know of one approach that has a stunning 
9-degree slope. The airport at Narsarsuaq, 
Greenland, near the southern tip of the icecap, 
is totally surrounded by mountains and a fjord 

that runs right up to within 50 yards of the 
threshold. The only instrument procedure is 
an NDB/DME that demands a steep, 9-degree 
descent. That’s 900 feet of altitude loss per mile. 
A typical light jet or turboprop approaching 
at 120 knots would need to come bombing 
downhill at 1,800 fpm to avoid the terrain. The 
minimum is 1,500 feet, so by definition, the 
airport has to have a VFR ceiling to get in, even 
under supposed instrument conditions. 

Also, consider that in winter when there 
are only three to four hours of daylight each 
afternoon, so you’ll be guaranteed to land in 
the dark unless you can pre-plan your arrival 
for that brief window of light. Rather than 
fly that steep an approach at night, many 
pilots operating in VFR conditions descend 
below the overcast out over the ocean, aim 
for the Simiutaq NDB 42 miles west of the 
airport and fly up the Tunugviarfik Fjord to 
Narsarsuaq’s uphill Runway 07.

You can check your progress during the 
approach with one of aviation’s most forgot-
ten instruments, the VSI. Once you’ve cal-
culated the required vertical speed to reach 
the runway in a straight line, reference the 

VSI occasionally to assure the vertical speed 
readout remains consistent. If the VSI isn’t 
steady, you may be in for a surprise.   
 If you feel you need even more of a safety 
margin, you can harken back to the advice of 
your instrument instructor. Take your time. 
Fly your simulated glideslope at the slowest 
possible airspeed consistent with safety. This 
will provide more time to properly coordi-
nate altitude with distance from the airport.  
 Ground-based flight path lights such as 
VASI (visual approach slope indicator) or 
PAPI (precision approach path indicator) 
can help in establishing a safe approach, 
though the colors associated with either sys-
tem become less distinct at extended range. 
These systems are usually preset to coincide 
with the standard ILS (if there is one), and 
you can follow either to the threshold with-
out fear of a CFIT incident. 
 Perhaps because of its deceptive nature, 
flight into black-hole situations can be par-
ticularly hazardous. If the weather is good, 
and there’s a working ILS or VOR approach, 
be especially cautious about advising the 
controller, “We’ll take the visual.”
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THE USE OF  
AIRCRAFT IN 
BUSINESS
If you really need to go some place. BY RICK TUTT

Long-time MMOPA member Ron VandenBerghe
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L
ong-time MMOPA member Ron VandenBerghe has been using aircraft in his 
construction and property-management business for more than 30 years. More 
than 45 years ago, after graduating from San Jose State University, Ron began 
his professional life as a Certified Public Accountant and started investing in 

apartment buildings shortly thereafter.
 Ron was selected to attend the first class of the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colo-
rado but was disappointed to learn the his eyesight was color-deficient and he would not 
be flying military aircraft. He chose the Air Force Reserves and served as a finance of-
ficer at his local San Francisco Bay Area unit. That unit in Hayward had P-51 Mustangs, 
and Ron became very good friends, then eventually a business partner, with the com-
manding officer, Gen. Al Santos.



In business, after years of using auto-
mobiles and the commercial airlines, Ron 
realized he couldn’t move himself and his
staff the distances required without spend-
ing a vast amount of time on the road. 
Driving between projects and properties or 
waiting for a flight, just to rent a car again
and drive some more, his staff had just
about run out of points on their drivers’
licenses, due to the speeding infractions
they had collected.

Ron decided it was time to learn to fly.
He jumped into it in a big way, earning
his ASEL/AMEL/Commercial/Instrument
ratings.

He started out with an Aerospatiale

Trinidad. He flew that aircraft for a short
while and soon realized his missions were
compromised by the limitations of that
aircraft. Besides, the oxygen mask was un-
comfortable! He required something more. 

Ron purchased a 1987 Piper Malibu.
This was state-of-the art and the first
production model with Parker-Hannifin
hydraulics. He also decided he wanted to
fly with a safety pilot as his thoughts would
often drift towards business and a safety 
pilot would keep everything in focus.

The aircraft was originally serviced at
the Piper Factory-Vero Beach as they were
providing after-the-sale maintenance/
repair services. Apparently, it was very 

expensive as Piper thought the aircraft
coming out of annual should be just as
good as a new one. I don’t think that Piper
maintenance program lasted very long.

While there, Ron also completed his
annual recurrent while attending the Piper
Learning Center.  There he met Ron Cox,
Mary Bryant, Lester Kyle, Jerry Sharp and
John Mariani.

Needing somebody in California to
work on his airplane, Ron eventually con-
nected with Kevin Mead, the service man-
ager of Central California Piper in Fresno, 
Calif. (KFAT). Ron had regular business 
in Fresno and would leave the ship with
Kevin for service and repairs, picking it up 
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afterwards and then flying back home.
Kevin eventually left Fresno and went to 

work for Flight Craft in Hayward. Ron was 
based nearby in Livermore and had offices 
in Hayward, so Kevin continued to be his 
maintenance contact. This went on until 
Kevin moved to Hutchinson, Kan.  

Ron had a couple of corporate pilots 
during that time and, in early 1998, he 
needed another. Ron called his long-time 
instructor Ron Cox. Cox had been coming 
out to California each year to give Ron 
recurrent flight training.  Ron asked Cox if 
he knew of a qualified Piper Malibu pilot 
in the area. Cox said that he’d been training 
pilots for the Duraflame Log Co. to fly its 
Mirage. MMOPA member Phil Berol-
zheimer was the principal and founder of 
Duraflame.  
 One of Duraflame’s pilots, Reid John-
son, was not available as he was flying for 
several groups in Stockton. I was another. 
I owned a small flight school and charter 
operation and was more available. At first 

scheduling was difficult. I suggested that 
Ron fly the same two days each week and 
that way both of us could schedule other 
work around those days and each other’s 
schedules. It worked well; Ron and I have 
been flying together every Wednesday and 
Thursday for the last 17 years.
 In 2004, while attending the MMOPA 
convention in Palm Springs, Calif., Ron 
took a demo flight in a new Mirage. It had 
S-TEC Meggit Magic, dual GNS530, Ben-
dix/King MFD, radar, two transponders 
and more.
 As he and I flew back home, Ron was 
running the numbers. He’s an accountant, 
and it’s ingrained in him. He was first con-
cerned with the added fuel consumption of 
the Mirage; it’s considerable compared to 
the Malibu. He also weighed the updated 
avionics along with new ergonomics.
 The next day, Ron called me, saying he 
found one, and I was to pick it up in Kan-
sas City. Today Ron and I have 1,265 hours 
on that airframe.

 Ron kept both aircraft in his hangar. He 
liked the notion of having a spare plane 
although he wasn’t flying the 1987 Piper 
Malibu much. Almost two years later, I 
suggested that he sell it, and Ron agreed. 
Then I started thinking that I’d like to 
have it. I put together a fractional group, 
purchased the Malibu and today am half-
owner in that 1987 with another MMOPA 
member, Gordon Heinrich. I have been 
flying that airplane ever since, starting 
with Ron back in1998 and, as of December 
2006, as a co-owner.  
 Since I only work on the West Coast, I 
use it to fly to my initial/recurrent training 
clients, going to locations where the airline 
would not be practical. That also frees-up 
the day before and the day after, allowing 
me to schedule work without wasting two 
days. Having unproductive days with a tight 
schedule is not practical in these times.
 In the latter part of 2006 while visit-
ing business interests in Fresno, Ron was 
invited by Cessna  to look at the “on-tour” 

Citation Mustang. A short while later they 
offered him a demo flight; he also worked 
one in for me.
 Again on the way home to Livermore, he 
was running the numbers. He smiled and said, 
“I can’t make any economic sense of this.” 

I asked him what his safety and the 
safety of his people was worth. I also 
mentioned that none of us are taking our 
money with us, adding that “the last shirt 
has no pockets.” He might as well get 
something for himself while he can still 
enjoy it and, in this case, fly it.

Ron sent me an email the next morning, 
saying he would take delivery in the third 
quarter of 2009 and was given serial #335. 
He ended up taking delivery of serial #227. 
I suspect Cessna had aspirations of building 
and delivering more, but the economy got the 
better of them, of all of us, for that matter.

Ron and I attended FSI and completed 
their two-week initial course. Ron earned 
his CE510-type rating and I earned the 
CE510(s). Today Ron has 575 hours on 

that Hobbs meter and is a jet pilot.  
 One day he looked over while flying and 
asked if I ever thought I’d get to fly a jet. I 
said, “I didn’t learn to fly until I was 38 and 
figured I was too old to get that far.” So, 
with a tear in my  eye, the answer was no, 
and I thanked him very much!
 Now Ron uses both aircraft to suit his 
operational needs. He flies the Mirage on 
shorter trips when the passenger load is 
low and the Mustang on longer runs, when 
the passenger load exceeds the payload ca-
pacity of the Mirage or when the weather 
simply exceeds the operational limitations 
of that aircraft.
 This is a great story on how private air-
craft are used in businesses, large and small.
 Most of us would not be able to grow our 
businesses without them. We need to get 
this message out loud and clear. It seems 
to be lost on the government and misun-
derstood by the general public. I’m tired of 
hearing about “greedy aircraft owners.”
 We hear that corporate aircraft owners 

should be penalized and pay more taxes.
 One of my recurrent training clients just 
told me of the $11,000 propertytax bill on 
his Meridian; ours for the 1987 Malibu this 
year is $2,800. At KSCK, in the Atlantic 
Aviation’s hangar where I’m based, there are 
tens of millions of dollars of aircraft. There 
are millions of dollars of other aircraft all 
over the field. At 1 percent tax rate, we don’t 
have to figure too hard how much of that 
goes directly into the coffers of the county 
government. Plus we pay all the local school, 
environmental and fire district fees in our 
hangar and aircraft property tax bills.
 Multiply that across the country. We pay 
our fair share!  
Rick Tutt is an 18,000-hour instructor pilot who provides 

initial and recurrent flight instruction in a variety of 

single and multi-engine piston and turbo-propeller 

aircraft. He is a member of the MMOPA as well as most 

of the other aviation and insurance trade groups. He 

learned to fly in Kalispell, Mont., in the late ‘80s and then 

returned to California in the early ‘90s to open a flight 

school and air charter operation)  Rick uses his PA-46-

310P traveling to train clients on the West Coast when it 

becomes impractical for them to reach Stockton.
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AIRCRAFT BUSINESS



Visit hartzellprop.com

Deliveries start in March 2016.

Beauty that’s
       more than skin deep

durability with stunning ramp appeal.

 2-3 knots better cruise speed

 1.9dB(A) noise reduction

 15lbs lighter than 4-blade metal prop; 10lbs lighter than  
 5-blade wood core prop

 Increased climb rate by up to 100 ft./minute

 20% greater acceleration during takeoff roll



MAKE IT 
BRIEF
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Here are the components to 
fly the perfect approach.  
BY THOMAS P. TURNER

PERFECT APPROACH



G
etting ready for an instrument approach is one of the most complex tasks a pi-
lot must master, yet it’s one where little guidance is readily available, especially 
to single-pilot operators whose contact with instructors and other pilots of the 
same type or class of airplane is limited to widely spaced training events.

 Most non-airline pilots bring the procedures they learned in the previous airplanes 
they’ve flown to the PA-46 cockpit, probably modified by experience and maybe a train-
ing event or two, but perhaps not much changed from their early days of single-pilot
operation. The way you brief yourself for an approach may be little different from what 
you used in the Cessna 172 or Piper Archer in which you earned your instrument rat-
ing. And when you think that, in many cases, your instrument instructor was only a 
little more experienced than you at the time — and had little to no left-seat PIC cross-
country time under instrument flight rules — it’s scary.
 Chapter 10 of the FAA’s Instrument Procedures Handbook does a superb job of review-
ing the individual elements and considerations of flying an instrument approach.  It’s a 
good review now and again for even an experienced turbine pilot.  But the FAA does not 
provide a sample checklist with the 1, 2, 3 of briefing for an instrument approach. 

I researched and found no firm guidance on how 
to brief yourself for an instrument approach. A 
Google search reveals pages of links to material, 
some print, some video, all a little different and 
nothing definitive.  
 I guess, by writing this, I’m adding another 
Google link to the options. But I want to relate at 
least one good way to brief an approach, based 
on the experience of pilots who do it every day.  
I’d also like to offer a technique I’ve learned and 
amended along the way that helps you cull the 
really important information from an instrument 
approach chart so you have exactly what you need 
to know — from final approach course inbound 
through, and including, the missed approach.

I WANT A BRIEFING
I asked a senior captain for a major regional 
jet operator what his company teaches as an 
approach briefing. I figured these guys are flying 
what are essentially scaled-up business jets. 
(Bombardier has corporate ties to Learjet and, 
of course, its own large-cabin bizjets as well. 
Embraer is getting quite big in the personal/
business jet market too.)  From a performance
standpoint they’re not much different than a
PA-46 in the approach environment. The re-
gional jet crews are flying sometimes five or six 
approaches a day into everything from major 
international hubs to non-towered little country 
airports where their arrival and departure is the 
most significant airport operation of the day.  
They fly day and night in virtually all weather.  
So if anyone has the concept of an approach 
brief “down” it would be these folks — and we 
can learn from them.
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Aviation being a stronghold of acronyms,
I figured that the regional airline has a 
mnemonic for approach briefing as well. I 
was not disappointed. The airline in ques-
tion uses the acronym WANT: for Weather,
Airport/Area, NOTAMs and Threats.

Here’s the airline’s complete briefing 
checklist:

Approach briefing: Complete
The pilot flying (PF) will conduct an
approach briefing as soon as adequate 
information is available and while the pilot

workload is at a minimum (before Top of 
Descent). The acronym WANT identifies 
each category that must be briefed. Topics 
within each category are briefed only as ap-
plicable, focusing on anticipated threats.

If an IAP (Instrument Approach Proce-
dure) is to be flown in actual instrument
conditions or night VMC, a complete
approach plate briefing must be conducted. 
Electronic and/or visual guidance will be
used for all approaches when available.

If the PF needs to study or set up the ap-
proach procedure during a high-workload

period, the PF may consider transferring
control of the aircraft to the PM (Pilot 
Monitoring).

It is recommended that FMS (Flight
Management System) programming be ac-
complished before the briefing.  If a runway 
change occurs after the approach briefing 
has been completed, re-brief the approach
accordingly. 

Weather
ATIS
Wind shear/gusty wind considerations and

limitations
Low visibility taxi

Airport/area
Identify applicable arrival transition and

expected crossing altitude
Terrain and CFIT threats for both the ap-

proach and missed approach procedure
Expected runway information (minimum

landing distance assessment, length, surface
condition, approach lighting system, etc.)

Taxi plan

NOTAMS
Threats

Discuss highest threat (e.g., crossing/speed
restriction, CFIT, contaminated runway, etc.)

A few items stand out as being of prime 
importance: 
1. Brief early; don’t wait until you’re close to
beginning the procedure.

2. Brief during low-workload times, before
Top of Descent, as soon as you have an idea of 
what approach will likely be in use.

3. If something changes and you must brief 
the approach in a high-workload time, such
as during descent, recognize this is going to
be a potentially dangerous distraction. In the
two-pilot world, you can transfer control to
the PM.  In a single-pilot turboprop, use the
autopilot, but remember you are still the Pilot
Monitoring; you might transfer control, but
you cannot delegate command responsibility,
to the autopilot.

4. The corollary to No. 3 is that, if you cannot
actively monitor the autopilot while you are
briefing for the approach in a phase of flight
when hazards are building (during descent,
deviating around weather, etc.), then tell the
controller you need an altitude and a vector,
or a holding pattern, during which you’ll
prepare for the approach. I know it’s foreign to 
many jet pilots, but tell ATC you’re unable to
comply with the clearance you’re given until
you have a low-workload pause to prepare.

PERFECT APPROACH



This regional airline approach-briefing
model is still somewhat vague and open to
interpretation, but at least it provides some
structure to what you WANT to review when
looking at the myriad information splashed
across an instrument approach chart.

WHAT’S REALLY IMPORTANT?
This all still leaves us pilots to determine
how to turn all the data on an instrument
approach chart into information that we
can use to fly the procedure safely. Pilots
who get into trouble flying an instrument
approach usually do so after they’re estab-
lished on a transition and especially after
aligning with the final approach inbound
through landing or the beginning of a
missed approach.

Although you absolutely must review the
entire chart and all its notes and cautions
during low-workload times (if possible,
before you ever leave the ground), there are
three pieces of information that are truly 
vital for you to extract from the jumble of 
information on the chart.  You need these
three things in a simple format so you can
review them at a glance from just outside
the Final Approach Fix (FAF) inbound,
without having to re-extract them from all
the notes, warnings and cautions in the fine
print of the procedure.  Those items are
Altitude, Distance and Missed (ADM).

Altitude: The altitude at which you’ll fly to
the FAF and the altitude for Decision Height,
Decision Altitude or Minimum Descent
Altitude as appropriate for the procedure as it
is flown that day.

Distance: The distance from the FAF to the 
Missed Approach Point (MAP). This may 
include intermediate step-downs and/or a
Visual Descent Point (VDP).

Missed: The initial heading and subsequent
navigation track from the MAP to the holding
fix, and the altitudes including any restric-
tions.

Once you know ADM (Altitude, Distance and 
Missed), you know everything you need from
outside the FAF through landing or to the
missed approach hold.

SCENARIO
Say you’re flying your Malibu into the Beech
Factory Airfield on the east side of Wichita,
Kan., for a Monday morning appointment to
take a look at the latest Cessna and Beech-
craft products they’re now building there
(to confirm your PA-46 is the ride for you).
It’s Sunday afternoon, and Beech Tower is 

closed. ATC tells you winds are from the
south and to anticipate the RNAV (GPS) 19 
approach.  You call up the approach chart on 
your EFB (see figure). You go through the 
WANT checklist, and Approach clears you 
direct to ILIBE and for the approach. What 
are the ADM items for this approach?

Altitude: A quick glance at the chart tells you 
that the final altitude to the FAF is 3,000 feet
and the LPV minimums are 1,659 MSL and 

three-quarters of a
mile. A more 
detailed look, 
however, reveals
that, when unable to
obtain a local
altimeter setting, 
minimums increase
by 36 feet and 
one-eight of a mile. 

The Decision Altitude for your LPV 
approach on this particular day, then, is 
1,695 MSL.

I am a big fan of writing this down in a 
very simplified fashion on a Post-It™ note.  
This takes the information I need for the 
approach as I’ll fly it this time, under current 
conditions, and puts it in a quick-reference 
format so that, if I want or need to refresh my 
memory during the approach, I do not have
to pull it from all the data on the chart and 
re-do my decision-making and my math. My 
record of the altitude information for this
approach is in ADM figure 1.

Distance:  It’s 4.9 
miles from the FAF
to the MAP. 
Although it’s not as
vital to know this for
an LPV approach as 
it is for, say, the
LNAV, in all cases it’s
good to have a basic 
idea of the distance

as a crosscheck to other navigation. If your 
final approach ground speed into the
Kansas wind is about 120 knots, you’ll cover 
this distance in about two and a half 
minutes. Knowing this, and running a timer
(just like when you flew that 172!) will help
you avoid busting minimums. ADM figure 
2 shows this addition.

Missed:  My instructional experience and
the NTSB record suggest that pilots often
arrive at the MAP unprepared to miss if 
the conditions require. Briefing the missed
is a function of altitudes and directions.
In this case, you’ll fly climb to 3,000 feet
straight ahead to Deney intersection. If 

your approach has an initial altitude and
then a turn, you can draw that on your 
Post-It™. If there’s a complex, GPS- or FMS-
programmed route, you might draw the
initial portion up to the point you’ll follow 
electronic guidance.

Another decision 
you should make
during the low-
workload briefing
time is how you will
enter a holding
pattern should you
need to miss the
approach. Why 
figure it out then and

have to re-compute it in your head as you near
the holding fix? I write the holding pattern
information on my Post-It™ briefing sheet as
well, as in ADM figure 3.

Why go to all this trouble in today’s elec-
tronic world, when the GPS prompts you
(or the autopilot) prior to heading changes
and tells you how to enter a hold? I do it for
several reasons:

1. It puts all the decisions I have to make
when preparing to fly an approach on this
particular day into a single place so I don’t
have to make those decisions again later
when I’m rushed.  

2. The physical process of writing it in this
format helps cement it into my short-term
memory so I’m less likely to have to look at
it any way. 

3. Although the avionics, altitude bugs and
other reminders help me anticipate the ac-
tion points, my low-tech little note allows me 
to anticipate the anticipatory commands, for
even better situational awareness.  

4. At the highest workload phase of flight,
the beginning of the missed approach, my 
quick reference tells me exactly what I need
to do — with my decisions already made,
under a much lower-stress condition.

5. For those “What is it doing now?” mo-
ments with avionics and autopilot, this is
an excellent cross-check to let me know if I
need to intervene manually.

An enormous amount of mental work is
involved in flying an approach in a single-
pilot turboprop.  A structured briefing
system and a low-tech way of extracting
what’s important for today’s approach will
make you an even more confident and
capable pilot.

PERFECT APPROACH
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ULENCE
S

ometimes, for various reasons, I feel it might be appropri-
ate to revisit a previous article I’ve written. I want to note 
that since this article was written, the Advisory Circular 
for Wake Turbulence (AC 90-23G) has been updated. We 

should all reacquaint ourselves with this AC and apply the con-
cepts not only for flying behind or near larger aircraft but also as 
general operating principles as they relate to the PA-46 family. 
 “Wake turbulence” was the phrase issued while inbound to 
land at Boeing Field (BFI) in Seattle while on a transition train-
ing flight. It was early August, late afternoon, and the weather was 
clear, low 70s (hey, it’s Seattle!), with winds down Runway 31L at 
12 knots, gusting to 23 knots. 
 We had been overtaken (on arrival), overhead, by a B-767 
freighter earlier and were maintaining visual contact with it. Af-
ter confirming visual with the 767 to Approach control, we were 
asked to follow the freighter, issued the “caution: wake turbulence 
from the “heavy” jet” and cleared for the visual approach. We 
maintained an approximate five-mile separation with the freighter 
(clean configured, 150 KIAS), while also keeping our flight path 
level with it (2,600 feet MSL). Even though it was a visual ap-
proach, we set up the ILS for practice (and for wake-turbulence 
flight-path guidance, relative to the 767, since generally the jets 
will use the ILS for the approach). 
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For example, don’t use the autopilot and  
select a higher approach speed. Here’s why.  

BY JOHN MORRIS
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that since this article was written, the Advisory Circular 
for Wake Turbulence (AC 90-23G) has been updated. We 

should all reacquaint ourselves with this AC and apply the con-
cepts not only for flying behind or near larger aircraft but also as 
general operating principles as they relate to the PA-46 family. 
 “Wake turbulence” was the phrase issued while inbound to 
land at Boeing Field (BFI) in Seattle while on a transition train-
ing flight. It was early August, late afternoon, and the weather was 
clear, low 70s (hey, it’s Seattle!), with winds down Runway 31L at 
12 knots, gusting to 23 knots. 
 We had been overtaken (on arrival), overhead, by a B-767 
freighter earlier and were maintaining visual contact with it. Af-
ter confirming visual with the 767 to Approach control, we were 
asked to follow the freighter, issued the “caution: wake turbulence 
from the “heavy” jet” and cleared for the visual approach. We 
maintained an approximate five-mile separation with the freighter 
(clean configured, 150 KIAS), while also keeping our flight path 
level with it (2,600 feet MSL). Even though it was a visual ap-
proach, we set up the ILS for practice (and for wake-turbulence 
flight-path guidance, relative to the 767, since generally the jets 
will use the ILS for the approach). 
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regarding separation standards.
“In 1994, the FAA makes some of the

recommended changes while also initiat-
ing tests of the B-757, B-767 and B-747. 

“In 1996, As a result of these tests the
FAA established new separation standards
regarding in-trail of the B-757 (Note: the
B-757 has an approach speed of 125 KIAS).

From 4 to 5 NMI for small aircraft
in trail of the B-757. The FAA also re-
categorized the weight of small aircraft to
<41,000 pounds.

“Current FAA standards for aircraft
separation during IFR conditions.

Note: 2.5-nmi separation increased to
3 NMI when airport has >50 sec runway 
occupancy time.

“The greatest vortex strength occurs
when the generating aircraft is heavy,
clean, slow.

“In general, a pair of vortices drifts
downward with time behind the gener-
ating aircraft, and the strategy recom-
mended to the pilot for avoiding vortex 
encounters is for the trailing aircraft to
fly at altitudes equal to or above that of 
the flight path of the preceding aircraft.
However, on many occasions (particularly 
near the ground), the vortices may persist
at the generated altitude or even rise to a
slightly higher altitude because of atmo-
spheric conditions. If the vortices reach
the ground, they typically move outward
from the aircraft at a speed of about two
to three knots in calm wind conditions.
However, if there is an ambient wind, then
the net movement of the vortices is the
sum of the ambient wind velocity and the
no-wind motion.

“An analysis of aviation accidents indi-
cates that probable vortex-related accidents
constitute a relatively small percentage of 
all single aircraft accidents and that the
vortex safety problem has been largely 
confined to General Aviation aircraft
(including business jets) operating under
VFR conditions. In addition, the most
frequent cause of vortex-related accidents 
involves an aircraft landing behind another
aircraft on the same runway; the takeoff 
condition has been virtually free of vortex 
accidents.

“Perhaps the most important obser-
vation is that no accidents under IFR 
conditions have happened when full
FAA separations were provided between
aircraft. Prime reasons for the extremely 
small accident rate, due to wake-vortex 
encounters, are the IFR separation stan-
dards and the increasing awareness of 
the wake vortex problem on the part of 
operational personnel for both VFR and

IFR conditions. 
“Author’s note: It is also believed that the

IFR weather conditions contribute to the
break down of the vortex effect.”

Now, some information from the
current FAA AC 90-23F, Aircraft Wake
Turbulence. 

Note: Everyone should be familiar with
the current Advisory Circular, available at 
http://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/
Advisory Circulars, for reference.

VORTEX AVOIDANCE PROCEDURES
“Under certain conditions, Airport
Traffic Controllers apply procedures for
separating IFR aircraft. If a pilot accepts
a clearance to visually follow a preceding
aircraft, the pilot accepts responsibility for
separation and wake-turbulence avoid-
ance. The controllers will also provide
to VFR aircraft, with whom they are in
communication and which in the tower’s
opinion may be adversely affected by 
wake turbulence from a larger aircraft, the
position, altitude and direction of flight of 
larger aircraft followed by the phrase: Cau-
tion – wake turbulence.

“After issuing the caution for wake tur-
bulence, the ATC generally do not provide
additional information to the following
aircraft unless the ATC know the follow-
ing aircraft is overtaking the preceding
aircraft. Whether or not a warning or
information has been given, however,
the pilot is expected to adjust aircraft
operations and flight path as necessary to
preclude serious wake encounters.

“When any doubt exists about main-
taining safe separation distances between
aircraft to avoid wake turbulence, pilots
should ask the control tower for up-
dates on separation distance and aircraft
groundspeed

PILOT RESPONSIBILITY 
“Pilots are reminded that in operations
conducted behind all aircraft, acceptance
of instructions from ATC in the following
situations is an acknowledgment that the
pilot will ensure safe takeoff and landing
intervals and accepts the responsibility for
providing wake turbulence separation.

1. Traffic information,
2. Instructions to follow an aircraft, and
3. The acceptance of a visual approach
clearance.”

Ok, so after re-investigating wake tur-
bulence, it appears that we did nothing
incorrect (other than maybe staying
higher on the level path). I believe we

encountered a “perfect storm” scenario
where the winds, directly down the run-
way, contributed to the vortex sustain-
ing its height until we “found it.” The
advisory circular does not address level
flight before the actual descent to landing
phase so this is uncharted territory.

So how does operating the TBM play 
into this? Here is a paragraph from the
NASA study that I believe needs to be
read:  
  “Counter-control is usually effective
and induced roll minimal in cases where
the wingspan and ailerons of the encoun-
tering aircraft extend beyond the rota-
tional flow field of the vortex. It is more
difficult for aircraft with short wingspans
(relative to the vortex generating aircraft)
to counter the imposed roll induced by 
vortex flow. Pilots of short-span aircraft,
even of the high-performance type, must 
be especially alert to vortex encounters.
The wake of larger aircraft requires the 
respect of all pilots”

So unless you like some free aerobatic
flight time, low altitude, this is how I
would recommend operating a PA-46
under similar conditions. Also, don’t be
discouraged to accept the following type,
visual approach with the wake-vortex
caution. I have heard controllers issue the
caution to aircraft following the Merid-
ian! Just be aware!

Of course this relates to VFR condi-
tions but, if encountering the aircraft
conditions that we did, I would recom-
mend not using the autopilot during
the approach phase (and we were not).
If an upset occurs, this may delay your
response. I consider the approach phase
to be when you first talk to the approach
controller. I would also maintain a higher
altitude (as is requested in the Advisory 
Circular) during level and descent to
landing and a higher approach speed
(flaps 15 max) so that the roll response
will be better, due to our usual low ap-
proach speeds. Keep in mind that, if we
are following a heavy jet, the runway will
accommodate our faster landing speed
and later touchdown since we should be
beyond the jet’s touchdown point.   
     We hope we will never encounter
these kinds of events (the roll, that is)
but, finally, I would also recommend
reading about, talking to or taking a
course on upset-recovery techniques.
In some instances, the resulting action
is not necessarily a reverse of what just
happened.

A safe pilot is one who is always learn-
ing (and re-learning)

WAKE TURBULENCE
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QUANTIFYING 
FORECAST 
UNCERTAINTY
Plain-English AFDs explain what  
the meteorologist had in mind

BY SCOTT C. DENNSTAEDT

 A Terminal Aerodrome Forecast, more 
simply known to pilots as a TAF, is 
perhaps the most difficult forecast any 
meteorologist will ever make. What 

pilots do not appreciate, however, is that a TAF 
is sometimes filled to the brim with assumptions 
and overflowing with meteorological risk. 
 While forecasters are obliged to draw a hard 
line in the sand when building the TAF, in the 
forecaster’s mind it’s not as black and white as 
the resulting coded text appears. However, you’d 
never know that by reading the coded TAF unless 
you had a discussion with the meteorologist who 
constructed the forecast. That’s the power of the 
Area Forecast Discussion or AFD. While not of-
ficial forecast guidance, the AFD is a textual prod-
uct that may describe any uncertainty in the latest 
terminal forecast using a plain English format. 

NOT THE FA OR A/FD   
Just to clear up any initial confusion, the AFD is not the Airport/Facility Direc-
tory. It’s also not a discussion of the Area Forecast (FA) that’s issued three times 
a day by the forecasters at the Aviation Weather Center (AWC). The AFD is a 
discussion, written by the same forecasters that issue the TAFs. Every National 
Weather Service local Weather Forecast Office (WFO) throughout the United 
States issues terminal forecasts for airports that appear within their County 
Warning Area (CWA), hence the term Area Forecast Discussion. 

UNDERSTANDING TAF’S
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(See Image 1) After issuing a 
TAF, meteorologists update 
the AFD with a plain English 
explanation of their thoughts 
behind the forecast that al-
lows them a multitude of 
ways to describe and quantify 
their uncertainty. AFDs were 
designed decades ago as tech-
nical discussions to enhance 
collaboration among NWS 
forecast offices and to convey 
uncertainty to a specialized au-
dience. Therefore, the language 
can be quite technical at times, 
but still highly useful to pilots.

SIZE MATTERS 
(See Image 2)
In the U.S., the terminal area 
is the cylindrical volume of 
airspace within a five-statute-
mile radius of the center of the 
airport’s runway complex. Given 
its rather small size, a TAF is 
considered a “point” forecast 
by meteorologists. Issuing an 
hour-by-hour forecast that cov-
ers this tiny forecast area over 
a 24- or 30-hour period is an 
extremely challenging task, and 
the forecaster has to make dif-
ficult decisions. 

 However, don’t expect these 
decisions to be made with a high 
degree of confidence. How gusty 
will the winds get after the cold 
front passes? Will those widely 
scattered pulse thunderstorms 
roll through the terminal area 
late this afternoon? What time 
will the fog mix out in the 
morning? These are not trivial 
questions to answer even when 
the event is only a few hours 
away in some cases. More im-
portantly, the TAF itself provides 
no method for the forecaster to 
quantify his or her uncertainty. 

A PENNY FOR YOUR 
THOUGHTS
(See Image 3)
While not a two-way conversa-
tion, the AFD is a vehicle that the 
forecaster can use to broadcast 
his or her technical reasoning 
behind the forecast issued; it’s 
a way for a pilot to “hear” what 
the forecaster is thinking about 
the current trends in the local 
forecast. It also gives forecasters 
an opportunity to express how 
confident they are, what could go 
wrong or describe one or more 
alternate scenarios that may play 
out. While I have seen many 
errant terminal forecasts over 
the years, there have been very 
few AFDs that did not somehow 
confront the potential of a busted 
forecast before it happened. If 
you are looking at the TAFs with-
out reading the associated AFD, 
you’re potentially missing half the 
guidance available.  

PLAIN ENGLISH
The raw AFD does not have 
a rigid syntactical or semantic 
format that forecasters must fol-
low. This means the AFD issued 
by a forecaster at the Columbia, 
S.C., WFO will not necessar-
ily have the same format and 
organization as the one issued 
by the Flagstaff, Ariz., WFO. It’s 
not total chaos, but forecasters 
are free to write whatever they 
want (in a professional tone) 
in as few or as many words as 
they care to offer. Although you 
may find that some WFOs do a 
better job than others sticking to 
a consistent format, don’t count 

on perfection with the AFDs.
 As with any product that 
does not have strict guidelines, 
some excellent discussions are 
written by forecasters and some 
mediocre ones as well. Some 
forecasters treat the AFD as 
more of an afterthought while 
other forecasters really pour 
out a comprehensive analysis 
of the weather. How busy the 
forecaster is at the time will 
normally dictate the depth of the 
discussion.  

THE GENERAL AFD FORMAT
Routinely issued four times a 
day at 0000 UTC, 0600 UTC, 
1200 UTC and 1800 UTC, 
terminal forecasts hit the wire 
about 20 to 40 minutes before 
these scheduled times. Once 
the TAF is issued, the forecaster 
builds or updates the AFD. 
While there is no required time, 
the AFD ordinarily is available 
within an hour or two after the 
TAFs are issued.  

Typically, the discussion starts 
out with a synopsis or overview 
of the current meteorological 
“big picture” to identify synop-
tic-scale trends in the immediate 
future such as the one below.  

SYNOPSIS...
Nearly stationary low 

pressure will remain 

off the coast of the 

southeast states. 

A cold front and an 

associated upper level 

low will approach 

from the north on 

Friday and will 

remain through the 

weekend. Shower and 

thunderstorm activity 

will be found with 

this front. 

After the synopsis section, 
the forecaster will discuss the 
near-term, short-term and 
long-term trends in the forecast. 
This section can vary greatly 
from one WFO to the next or 
even from one forecaster to the 
next. Some WFOs just include 
a “discussion” section whereas 
the WFOs in the eastern region 
break the discussion down as 
shown below.  

UNDERSTANDING TAF’S

ForeFlight Mobile 7.5 now provides easy access to the latest AFDs.

Here’s a map of the County Warning Areas across the United States. There is an Area 
Forecast Discussion generated for each one of these CWAs.

Image 1

Image 2
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NEAR TERM  
/UNTIL 6 P.M. 
THIS EVENING/...
Radar showing a few light 

showers developing across 

pee dee will likely move 

into the east midlands/

pee dee through early 

morning. Models suggest 

decreased threat for rain 

this afternoon with lim-

ited moisture/instabil-

ity. Short-wave triggers 

likely rotating east of 

the region. 

SHORT TERM 
/6 P.M. THIS 
EVENING THROUGH 
FRIDAY/...
Although models show 

increasing instability 

Thursday and possible 

weak low-level 

convergence near sea 

breeze front...Moisture 

appears limited. Will 

keep pops less than 20 

percent max temperatures 

near mos consensus. 

Convergence associated 

with a pre-frontal 

trough and approaching 

back-door cold front 

supports an increased 

thunderstorm chance 

Friday and Friday night.

 

LONG TERM /
FRIDAY NIGHT 
THROUGH 
TUESDAY/...

The latest models show 

the upper ridging 

shifted farther westward 

and more troughing 

near the forecast 

area. Possible wedge 

development Saturday. 

This is a change from 

previous runs. The gfs 

ensemble means still 

had low pops during 

the period. Forecasted 

chance pops Friday 

through Saturday 

associated with the 

front/wedge...and slight 

chance during the rest 

of the period, mainly 

based on the ensemble 

guidance but confidence 

was low because of model 

inconsistency. 

Lastly, every AFD has a section 
dedicated to aviation. In this sec-
tion you will find details about 
the terminal forecasts issued 
by forecasters at the respective 
WFO. In some cases, the AFD 
may also provide an aviation 
outlook beyond the typical 24- 
or 30-hour forecast period. 

AVIATION /19Z 
WEDNESDAY 
THROUGH 
MONDAY/...
VFR conditions expected 

through the TAF period. 

a northerly low-level 

flow has brought in 

some drier air...in 

addition to some mid-

level capping...which 

will preclude shower or 

thunderstorm activity. 

Despite light winds and 

fair skies tonight...

significant fog not 

expected due to dry air.

 Extended aviation 

outlook...shower and 

thunderstorm activity 

possible Friday night 

through Sunday as a 

back-door front moves 

into the region.

IN SEARCH OF THE AFD
The NWS publishes several web-
sites that provide access to all of 
the AFDs. The Oakland Center 
Weather Service Unit (CWSU) 
website (http://www.wrh.noaa.
gov/zoa/cwa.php) is perhaps 
one of the better ones. Using a 
map of all of the WFO boundar-
ies like the one shown earlier, 
you simply select the WFO of 
interest, and the current AFD 
pops up on the right side of the 
page. (See Image 4)

The AFD is now available to 
all subscribers with ForeFlight 
Mobile 7.5. To locate it in the 
app is as simple as finding a 
METAR or TAF. On the Map 
view bring up any airport-

specific layer (such as Flight 
Category) and tap on the airport 
marker. Next, tap the Forecast 
tab at the bottom of the pop-
over window then tap on the 
new Discussion button at the 
top to reveal the AFD for that 
airport’s CWA. 
 You can also view AFDs in 
the Airports view in ForeFlight. 
With the airport of interest dis-
played, tap on the Weather tab, 
then tap on Forecast Discussion. 
In both cases, ForeFlight auto-
matically scrolls to the aviation 
section. However, be careful not 
to confuse this with the Airport/
Facility Directory (A/FD) tab in 
this same view.
 After spending time examin-
ing the TAFs along your route, 
take some additional time read-
ing between the lines of the “fine 
print” associated with those 
TAFs. In some cases, your final 
decision might actually result 
from reading the forecaster’s 
comments in the Area Forecast 
Discussions.  
Scott C. Dennstaedt, a CFI and 

former NWS meteorologist, works as 

ForeFlight’s Weather Scientist. You 

can reach him by e-mail at scott@

avwxworkshops.com or visit his new 

website AvWxWorkshops.com to learn 

more about aviation weather. 

UNDERSTANDING TAF’S

The red circle annotated here on the Charlotte TAC represents the five-statute-mile 
radius of the Charlotte Douglas Airport (KCLT) terminal area. This is the region that 

forecasters consider when issuing a TAF.

In ForeFlight Mobile 7.5 the AFD is located under the Forecast tab on the  
station pop-over to the right of the MOS button.

Image 3

Image 4



METAL IN PISTON-ENGINE OIL
Many pre-purchase inspections bog down 
when I find metal in the oil filter and/or 
the suction screen (Lycoming only). The 
frustrating part for everyone is that same 
plane may have an impressive history of 
clean oil-sample results. The problem is 
that oil sampling, although worthwhile, 
doesn’t tell the whole story. Results can 
vary a lot depending on how and when 
samples are taken.  

 Furthermore, an oil sample will show 
only those materials that were small 
enough to remain suspended in the oil. 
In other words, heavier or larger pieces 
of metal will sink quickly after shut down 
and not flow out with the sample. This is 
why it is so important to cut open the filter 
and check the suction screen (if appli-
cable) during pre-buy. If significant metal 
is found, it usually means a lengthy repair 
and sometimes an engine replacement. 

Some buyers may not want to wait for 
resolution, but if you have the patience to 
wait for the plane, you may end up with a 
better engine than you bargained for. 

METAL IN TURBINE-ENGINE OIL
Although less common than in pistons, 
turbine engines can make metal (usually 
from the RGB or AGB bearings), which 
will collect in the oil filter or on a chip 
detector. As with pistons, this often results 
in the aircraft being temporarily removed 
from service. 

UNFAVORABLE BORESCOPE  
INSPECTION RESULTS
With piston engines, “unfavorable” may 
mean rust, scoring, burning and excessive 
oil on the piston and cylinder walls. 

For a turbine, a borescope inspection 
may reveal heat-damaged parts, and/or sul-
fidation of the compressor turbine blades. 
I also sometimes see impact damage and 
rubbing on the compressor-turbine blades. 
 As above, my comments about down-
time and patience apply.
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Pre-buy Show-stoppers  
BY KEVIN MEAD

Maintenance

I do a lot of pre-purchase inspections. By the time I get involved in the pro-
cess, the buyer is usually very excited about the plane to be inspected, and 
the seller is trying his best to be cooperative and reasonable. 
 In almost all cases in which I am involved, the process results in the 
plane changing hands. Fewer than 10 percent fall through. In those rare 

cases, the problem may be a tire-kicking buyer or a defensive seller but, almost 
always, failure to complete a transaction comes down to what I call a show-
stopper – the discovery of an unexpected mechanical problem (or a group of 
smaller but still serious mechanical issues) that results in either the ground-
ing of the plane, the necessity of an expensive repair that no one wants to take 
responsibility for, or the suspicion that the plane may not be as advertised.  
 Here are a few that I see repeatedly.



BROKEN OR CRACKED ENGINE MOUNT
This mostly applies to the first- and
second-generation mounts used on the
Malibu, Mirage and Matrix, since cracked 
and broken engine mounts aren’t as much
of a problem for the Meridian and jet
prop. And I haven’t yet seen any problems 
with the recently improved white mounts
used on the Mirage and Matrix. I always 
pay special attention to the mount during
a pre-buy. Replacing a damaged engine
mount is very expensive and time consum-
ing, but it’s far worse, if immediately after 
you acquire the plane, an undetected crack 
causes a mount to break and leads to a
nose-gear collapse on landing.

WRINKLES ON TOP WING SKIN
I have found a number of aircraft with
heavy wrinkling on the wings or fuse-
lage. Most of the time, even if addressed
properly, this is considered damage history, 
with repairs or replacements being very 
expensive. Piper can be a useful resource
(on a non-converted airframe) to help
determine the severity of the damage and
recommend a response. I realize that this
is a controversial topic and have no doubt
that in most cases a mechanic can be
found who will say that the wrinkles are no
big deal. This may satisfy some buyers, but
they should bear in mind that wrinkles are
generally not accepted as benign in the PA-
46 fleet. This almost certainly will become
an issue when they decide to sell, and I’ve

seen many buyers simply walk away from 
a plane upon having wrinkles pointed out 
to them.

EXCEEDANCES ON ENGINE MONITOR 
The discovery of engine and airframe
exceedances that are outside the acceptable
limits almost always hold up an aircraft 
sale. Repairs required as a result of over

temperature and torque indications can
be very expensive and time consuming. 
Acceptable exceedances should be cleared
before accepting delivery.

INOPERATIVE OR POORLY  
OPERATING WINDSHIELD
This is another controversial topic due to 
confusion over what is a “normally operat-
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In almost all cases in 
which I am involved, the 
process results in the 
plane changing hands. 
Fewer than 10 percent 
fall through. In those 
rare cases, the problem 
may be a tire-kicking 
buyer or a defensive 
seller but, almost 
always, failure to 
complete a transaction 
comes down to what 
I call a show-stopper 
– the discovery of an 
unexpected mechanical 
problem (or a group of 
smaller but still serious 
mechanical issues).
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ing” windshield, and this has only been
aggravated by Piper’s inconsistent guidance 
on the matter. But replacing a windshield is 
an expensive enough proposition that, in my 
opinion, a buyer should be very careful about 
accepting one that is not fully operational.
A normally operating windshield will draw 
13 amps in low and 23 amps in high. To 
my knowledge, Piper has never published a 
minimum operating amperage.

The following problems are usually not 
sufficient by themselves to ruin a sale, but I’ve
seen cases where a buyer walks away because 
of the sheer number of these types of expen-
sive problems or because a seller does not 

want to correct them. In many cases, if the
seller didn’t want to correct them for himself, 
he certainly doesn’t want to for someone else. 

POOR SERVICE BULLETIN AND  
LETTER COMPLIANCE
I’d say that, for the most part, most of the
PA-46s that I see have fairly good to excel-
lent bulletin and letter compliance, so when
I see one that is extremely behind the rest of 
the fleet, I point that out to the buyer.

MAINTENANCE LIMITS SCHEDULE
The maintenance limits schedule, outlin-
ing the factory recommended time-limited

MAINTENANCE

As for engine corrosion, 
the most common 
thing I see with turbines 
is Meridian inlet-case 
corrosion. If this is 
severe enough, it will 
require removal of the 
engine for repair. As with 
many corrosion issues, 
the allowable limits are 
hard to pin down.



The Piper M350. Because safety is a priority.  
But a little extra luxury never hurt either.  

.

inspections, overhauls and replacements, can 
be found in Section 5 of the maintenance 
manual. As with service bulletins and letters, 
compliance varies but most owners try to 
keep up. A plane that is significantly behind 
the rest of the fleet in this area is an indica-
tion that either someone was ignorant of 
or willfully ignoring the recommendations. 
Either way, the ramifications aren’t good.

INOPERATIVE STALL- 
WARNING SYSTEM
The evaluation and maintenance of this 
system has historically caused confusion 
for owners and shops alike. Happily, Piper 
has finally issued SL 1184, which clearly 
describes the normal functional checks of 
the stall-warning system. This is welcome 
clarification, since problems with this 
system seem to be missed a lot. Often, when 
I squawk a non-functional stall warning at 
pre-buy, the plane’s owner claims to have 
had no idea, and I believe him. Luckily, this 
system is easy to check at pre-buy, which 
can save a new owner thousands of dollars. 

RADAR MALFUNCTIONS 
Testing the radar in flight is the best way 
to check functionality and is worth doing, 
as repairs can be very expensive and time 
consuming and, in some rare cases, practi-
cally impossible. 

AIRFRAME AND ENGINE CORROSION
We all need to watch more carefully for 
corrosion as the fleet ages. Especially 
vulnerable areas of the airframe include the 
exterior surfaces of aircraft that are kept 
in salty environments, areas around the 
conductive cement on the wings, and the 
exhaust and pilot-relief tube areas of the 
belly skins. Repair schemes can vary from 
simple treatment to skin replacement, with 
many buyers understandably reluctant to 
accept the latter.  

As for engine corrosion, the most com-
mon thing I see with turbines is Meridian 
inlet-case corrosion. If this is severe enough, 
it will require removal of the engine for 
repair. As with many corrosion issues, the 
allowable limits are hard to pin down. If 
there is any question, I recommend getting 

Pratt involved to evaluate. If the corrosion is 
greater than they allow, the plane is still fly-
able, and people can argue over if any action 
is needed, but in those cases I usually counsel 
a buyer to walk away if the seller doesn’t want 
to address it. Luckily, this damage is pretty 
easy to spot with a mirror and a flashlight.
 The primary engine-corrosion issue with 
the piston engine is rust on the cylinder 
walls. This can eventually lead to high oil 
consumption and rejection of cylinders for 
repair by overhaul shops. Having said that, I 
admit that rust on the cylinder walls, espe-
cially for the Lycoming engine is extremely 
common. However, I always point it out at 
pre-buy. If an engine is under warranty and 
develops oil-consumption problems shortly 
after it changes hands (and the new owner 
attempts to get warranty coverage), any rust 
on the cylinder walls will typically cause 
Lycoming to reject warranty requests. So 
findings of rust at pre-buy should always be 
cause for conversation, at the very least. 
 Although some of these truly are show-
stoppers, most don’t have to be. Most things 
can be dealt with, and part of my job is to 
help a buyer decide what is a big deal and 
what isn’t. But ultimately it is up to the 
buyer to decide what he is willing to put up 
with and ultimately pay for, either dur-
ing his ownership of the plane or when he 
decides to sell.  

MAINTENANCE



Iearth right now. For the first time in
many years, I know the answers to
your 2016 questions. I don’t have to
tell you that here is the answer today,

but I expect by the end of the year it will
change. I don’t have to tell you that we have 
to wait on Congress to give us the current
year tax laws.

On Dec. 18, President Obama signed
into law the tax provisions known as the 
Tax Extenders.  Aviation is a big benefactor
with three tax-extender wins.  So 2016 will
be a great year if you are looking to buy an
airplane or aircraft-supporting equipment
or to make upgrades, additions and im-
provements to your aircraft. Be sure to take
a look over your shoulder back to 2015 and

2015 tax return.
Win No. 1 is for Section 179 deprecia-

tion deductions. The amounts that were
passed allow up to $500,000 of deductions
based on equipment purchases not exceed-
ing $2 million during the year. This is now 
a permanent provision, going all the way 
back to Jan. 1, 2015. No more waiting to
see what the limits will be for a given year.
We know what the future amounts will be.

The beauty of the Section 179 deprecia-
tion deduction is that it applies to both
new and used equipment. The downside of 
the Section 179 depreciation deduction is
that the deduction is limited to the amount 
of your business income for the year. Sec-
tion 179 cannot create a net operating loss

prior year’s taxes.
Win No. 2 is for bonus depreciation.

This is a tremendous win for aviation.  For
2015, 2016, and 2017, the first-year bonus
depreciation is in effect at 50 percent. You
also get the regular depreciation in Year 1
based on the other 50 percent of the cost.
So you stand to get a total depreciation de-
duction of approximately 60 percent of the 
purchase price in the first year, depending 
on exactly when during the year you made
the purchase. Bonus depreciation applies
to the purchase of new equipment only.
But it can be claimed with no income limi-
tation, which means a net operating loss
can occur which can be carried back for a
refund of a prior year’s income tax.

TAX TALK
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The reinstatement of the bonus de-
preciation makes 2016 a great year for
purchasing an airplane, equipment and
upgrades and improvements.  Since 2015
is already behind us, we have to live with
the decisions we made in 2015. But today,
we can make definite plans and are able
to calculate the impact of making these
purchases in 2016. We know the answers.
Am I happy, happy, happy? Oh, yes, most 
definitely, yes!

Bonus depreciation will remain in
place for 2018, but at 40 percent. And for
2019, the bonus depreciation will again be
reduced down to 30 percent. After 2019 –
well, we are back to square one.  My advice
is buy now!

Win No. 2 ½. Assuming that you pur-
chase new equipment, you have the option
to mix and match Section 179 depreciation
with the 50 percent bonus depreciation.

This allows you the opportunity to decide
how much and in what year you can 
expect to claim your depreciation deduc-
tion. Remember, we know what the future
amounts are. All we have to do is get out
our calculators and tax software and make
our plans accordingly.

Win No. 3 is sales tax. Sales tax is now a 
permanent deduction as of Jan. 1, 2015.

If you live in a state that assesses sales 
tax on the purchase of an airplane, you
can take a deduction for the sales tax.
This is so, even if your airplane is totally 
used for personal and hobby flying. There
is no requirement that the airplane be
a business asset. You have the option to
claim either your state and local income
tax or the amount you paid in sales tax 
for a year (whichever is greater) as a Form 

1040 Schedule A itemized deduction. For
those living in the seven states without a
personal income tax, this is a fantastic tax 
deduction. For those in the other 43 states
with a personal income tax, you will have 
to make a choice. But now we know.  

So now you have it. Three significant tax 
extender wins for aviation. It’s time to buy!

O. H. “Harry” Daniels Jr. is a CPA, a CFP certificant and

a certified valuation analyst. He is a partner with the

firm of Duggan, Joiner & Co., Certified Public Accoun-

tants, and can be reached at 334

N.W. Third Ave., Ocala, FL  34479,

telephone 352-732-0171, fax 352-

816-1370, email harry@harrydaniel-

scpa.com. He has held his license 

as a private pilot since 1991. This

article is available for reprint upon

request.
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On Dec. 18, President 
Obama signed into 
law the tax provisions 
known as the Tax 
Extenders.  Aviation is 
a big benefactor with 
three tax-extender wins.  
So 2016 will be a great 
year if you are looking 
to buy an airplane or 
aircraft-supporting 
equipment or to make 
upgrades, additions and 
improvements to your 
aircraft.
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O
n Feb. 22, 2015, at 1405 PST,
a Piper Aircraft, Inc., PA-46-
350P airplane, Canadian reg-
istry CGVZW, experienced a
loss of engine power during 

climb-out from Runway 22R at Felts
Field Airport (SFF), Spokane, Wash. The
Canadian-certificated pilot, the sole occu-
pant, succumbed to his injuries on Feb. 24. 

The airplane was destroyed during an at-
tempted emergency landing after it struck 
a railroad track. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed for the instrument
flight rules (IFR) flight that originated
shortly before the accident. The flight was
destined for the Stockton Metropolitan
Airport (SCK) Stockton, Calif.

A National Transportation Safety 

Board (NTSB) investigator and a Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) inspector
responded to the accident site and identi-
fied two different groups of witnesses.
The first set of witnesses observed the
airplane with the engine sputtering. They 
observed the left wing drop and the nose
pitch up. The right wing then dropped,
and the witnesses lost sight of the airplane
as it passed behind a building. The second
set of witnesses reported that the right
wing struck a railroad track at the top of 
a hill and subsequently traveled down an
embankment. The witnesses reported that
the airplane slid across a road and came to
rest inverted, adjacent to the bottom of a
railroad bridge.

Responding investigators stated that the
majority of the airplane came to rest at the
accident site, with additional wreckage
strewn throughout the debris path. Both
of the wings had separated from the air-
plane fuselage but remained near the main
wreckage. The investigators stated that the
fuel tanks ruptured during the accident
sequence, and there was a strong smell of 
jet fuel present.

The FAA inspector obtained the fueling
log from Western Aviation at SFF, which
indicated that the accident airplane had
been refueled with 52 gallons of jet fuel
prior to the flight.

AUTHOR’S COMMENTS:
Mis-fueling continues to happen in PA-46
operations, in spite of the high stakes. It
would be easy to be critical of line-service
personnel; after all, it was their error, not
the pilot’s error, which allowed jet fuel to
be introduced into the fuel system of a pis-
ton aircraft. Confusion is more likely due
to the similarities of the various models.
As pilots, we have to be responsible for
maintaining safe operations in all aspects
of the flight, including fueling.

When we first learned to fly, we were
told to sample the fuel before each flight.
We assume, if it is the right color and has
the right odor, the fuel is safe for flight.
This concept is misleading and poten-
tially dangerous for two reasons. First,
one gallon of Jet A in 30 gallons of 100LL
would be undetectable without further
testing, but it will cause the engine to stop
running. Second, the absence of water at
the sump does not necessarily mean there
is no water in the fuel. In fact, water is
always present in all fuel, Jet A or 100LL,
all the time. Refiners and FBOs are adept
at getting rid of most of it, but extreme
temperatures, condensation, fuel-cap seal
damage, rain and snow can conspire to
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PA-46 accident, Spokane, Wash.
BY DICK ROCHFORT, ATP, CFII, MASTER INSTRUCTOR

ACCIDENT REVIEW



ruin our day. 
Sampling the fuel before each flight 

only gives us the feeling of safety. I think a 
different approach is needed. Here are four 
simple yet effective steps which will help 
you manage this critical aircraft service:

1. Give a proper fuel order: Put the order in 
the language of the line personnel. It must 
include the quantity (gallons or liters), the 
location (main tanks, tip tanks, etc.) and 
the type of fuel (Jet A with Prist, One Hun-
dred Low Lead, etc.). Do not get creative or 
verbose; keep it simple. Avoid phrases like 
“top it up with the stinky stuff.”

2. Get a complete and accurate read-back 
on all verbal orders, whether it is over the 
phone, the radio or in person: Politely 
insist on this because it is rarely done 
otherwise. “Roger that” is not a proper 
read-back.

3. Keep it simple: If the existing fuel in 
your aircraft exceeds aircraft limits in 
terms of balance, then give a fuel order 
which corrects the imbalance and stand by 
while the fuel is delivered. If the existing 
fuel is not out-of –limits, give the order as 
even amounts in each wing; then start and 
run up on the fullest tank. Never switch 
tanks immediately before takeoff.

4. Get proper training: You probably 
stopped learning about aviation fuel when 
you finished your private-pilot training. 
Understanding how and why water gets 
into fuel will lead to better discipline on 
the proper actions to be taken.

Pilots of piston-powered aircraft know about 
getting all the water from the sump, but 
what do you do about the rest of the water 
trapped in the tank structure? Did you know 
that you can (and should) add Prist to your 
100LL fuel to help eliminate all water from 
the tank? Do you know how to test 100LL 
fuel for trace amounts of jet fuel?

If you fly a turbine-powered aircraft, do 
you know what “phase separation” is? Do 
you know what can happen as a result? Do 
you know how to avoid it?

In short, get proper training and always 
supervise the fueling operation. This is a 
pilot-in-command responsibility. It cannot 
be shirked.

If you are flying any PA-46, you should 
consider yourself lucky. In my opinion, it is the 
most capable General Aviation aircraft avail-
able today, and it is getting better every year.

Fly Safely - Train Often

Dick Rochfort is an Airline Trans-

port Pilot and Master-Certified 

Flight Instructor. He has been a 

full-time PA-46 flight instruc-

tor for more than 20 years. He 

provides training and consulting 

services worldwide to instructors, 

owners, pilots and maintenance 

personnel of the Piper M Class aircraft through his 

company, RWR Pilot Training, and the Professional 

Association of Pilot Instructors (PAPI) of which he is a 

founding member. If you would like more information 

on this or other strategies for improving the safety of 

your flying, or if you have comments or questions, you 

may contact him directly at mail@rwrpilottraining.

com.This article is available for reprint upon request.
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A business crisis is about to 
explode, and you have to be in 
San Francisco this afternoon, 
but a commercial flight doesn’t 
leave until tomorrow morning.

   Your best friend jetted you an SOS 
requesting you be his best man at his im-
promptu Vegas wedding in three hours.  
   You just scored two tickets to see Paul 
McCartney in concert, provided you can 
get from L. A. to Denver by 6 p.m. today. 
You know a commercial airline is not the 
answer, but you think time is too short and 
the expense too great to charter a private jet. 
Well, think again.
 In the same way that Uber shifted the 
paradigm in taxi service, a number of new 
and established private-jet companies are 
“Uberizing” the skies by offering apps 
that make booking your own private jet as 
simple as a tap or two on your smartphone. 
And with the elimination of the middleman, 
private charter apps are making private-jet 
travel more affordable too.
 Companies like JetSmarter, Victor, Blue 
Star Jets and Jet Suite offer their own mobile 
app using complex predictive algorithms to 

aggregate in real-time available aircraft from 
hundreds of private-jet operators all over 
the world. Within seconds of entering your 
desired flight time and destination, you are 
shown real-time pricing, available aircraft, 
specifics on the aircraft and crew,  and a 
side-by-side comparison of jets and safety 
records. Depending on your departing 
location, you can be in the air within a few 
hours (or less) of paying for the flight from 
your mobile device.  
 While each of these private-jet companies 
utilizes similar apps, each company has a 
different approach to its services. For ex-
ample, JetSmarter is a technology company 
with a private booking app that showcases 
private-jet options with 3,000 independent 
carriers around the world.
 The company offers three levels of service: 
Jet deals, jet shuttle and jet charter. Jet deals 
are one-way, empty-leg flights – jets being 
repositioned that would otherwise fly empty. 
Offered at a highly reduced rate, Jet deals 
are automatically streamed to the JetSmarter 
app (available at the Apple app store). You 
can enter desired destinations, and the app 
will notify you when a deal is available.

 JetSmarter CEO and founder Sergey 
Petrossov believes the technology will 
eventually change the way the majority of us 
travel. With JetSmarter, his goal is to make 
private-air travel more available to “abso-
lutely everybody.” 
 Since its launch in 2012, the JetSmarter 
app has been downloaded more than 
200,000 times.
 Recently entering the US market is Victor 
(FlyVictor.com), a UK-based higher-end 
private-jet charter company founded in 
2012 by Clive Jackson, CEO. Victor oper-
ates its own fleet of 7,000 aircraft in more 
than 40,000 airports worldwide. The Victor 
fleet boasts six levels of aircraft from the 
two-seater Ubair Taxi (Sirrus SR-20/22, 
Beech Baron, Cessna 414 or Piper Seneca) 
at $1,500 per hour to the 14-seater Ubair 
Heavy (Gulfstream III, Falcon 900/200, 
Challenger 601 or Gulfstream IV) for 
$11,000-$13,000 per hour. 
 According to Jackson, Victor is the first 
service of its kind to offer true transparency 
on prices and information on the actual jet 
you’re booking. “When you get a quote from 
Victor,” Jackson said, “you get all that trans-
parency — the aggregated supply, around 
the world, under one consumer brand, with 
a flat booking fee.”  
 Already an established private-jet charter 
company since 2001, Blue Star Jets’ motto, 
“Any jet. Any time. Any place,” reflects its 
ability to customize and source the best 
aircraft for clients. Travelers may select from 
helicopters and turbo props to air ambu-
lances and jumbo jets from any airport in 
the world. Blue Star Jets (BlueStarJets.com) 
expects its newly released mobile app to 
double its charter business.  
 Private-jet companies like JetSuite are 
making it easier for the mainstream popula-
tion to fly like rock stars by offering deals 
through social-media sites and its online 
daily “suite deal” (JetSuite.com/suitedeal or 
on Facebook, Facebook.com/JetSuiteAir). A 
recent suite deal featured a four-seater Cita-
tion CJ3 jet from Santa Fe, N.M., to Dallas 
for $536.43 each way. That comes to $268.22 
per person round trip. CEO David Wilcox 
says Jet Suite offers six to 20 suite deals a day 
“to show that the high life isn’t out of reach.”
 It’s too early to tell if the transparency in 
the private-jet charter market, combined 
with the real-time technology of available 
private jet,s will result in lower prices that 
will attract a more mainstream population. 
But the next time you get a craving for your 
favorite gourmet chocolate from Paris, you 
might just want to stop a second — and then 
click on a private-jet charter app.
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TECHNOLOGY

Will Uber-like Apps  
Redesign Jet Travel?
You can use your smartphone to make exclusive travel  
easier and cheaper.  BY PAMELA BROWN
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Leverage the Cloud. In the Clouds.
AEROWAVETM 100
Now available with Active Low Gain Antenna 
and integrated GPS for quicker, simpler 
aircraft installation.

The BendixKing AeroWave™ 100 is a high-
speed in-fl ight internet solution that off ers, 
for the fi rst time, aff ordable connectivity to 
GA aircraft including twins, turboprops and 
light jets. 

Now pilots will have in-fl ight internet connec-
tivity to operations and access to a world of 
weather services and fl ight planning tools. 
Plus passengers will enjoy the ability to send 
and receive emails, text messages, browse 
simple web pages and more, utilizing low-cost 
service plans based on hours of use, not how 
much data you use.

To learn more contact your local  

BendixKing dealer or visit bendixking.com

In-fl ight Internet 
for $40 per hour
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T
he past year has proven to be pro-
found and productive for Piper 
Aircraft. With much innovation 
and evolution put into motion, 
product enhancements and 

advancements will contribute to the company’s 
ability to provide the best possible technology 
and information to MMOPA members.
 Last year began with the Piper Meridian as 
the featured turbine aircraft in production on 
the Discovery Channel’s How It’s Made. The 
popular documentary series sent cameras and 
crew for the better part of a week in January 
to collect footage in and around the factory 
which was manufacturing the company’s flag-
ship aircraft. Shortly thereafter, the Meridian’s 
predecessor, the M500, was announced and 
received with enthusiastic response. 
 Spring quarter started strong with April’s 
announcement of three new planes, or the 
Next Generation of Piper Aircraft: the M350, 
the M500 Executive Interior, and the M600. 
With the latest in safety features and refined 
interiors, the M-Class line continues to live up 
to its reputation for advanced elegance and elite 
performance, providing pilots and passengers 

a secure and contemporary option for small 
business aircraft. The first M500 was sold into 
Europe the following month, lending to Piper’s 
ongoing objective to establish a prominent 
presence in every country of the world. 
 After the unveiling of the future of Piper’s 
aircraft, another extraordinary announcement 
was made– collaboration with legendary Swiss 
watchmaker Raymond Weil. In creating its first 
watch to honor aviators, Raymond Weil called 
upon the aircraft company to help design a 
unique and timeless timepiece, the freelancer 
Piper. Again, the Meridian M500 served as the 
exemplary model for an obsession with perfec-
tion in craftsmanship, a compelling character-
istic both companies share. 
 Summer saw a busy season. The aircraft 
company delivered the first diesel Archer DX 
(after its spring FAA validation) into Europe, 
as well as collaboration with Garmin on the 
development of Piper Pilot, an avionics app 
for the iPad and iPhone, created specifically 
for Piper aircraft. Piper also teamed up with 
Hartzell, creating a new five-bladed, composite, 
high-performance propeller for the M500. 
Innovation remains the compulsory common 

thread throughout each collaboration and 
stage of product development. 
 Fall found Legacy Flight Training moving 
onto Piper property, thus facilitating a seamless 
link between aircraft acquisition/ownership 
and flight training. Providing Piper customers 
a convenient facility to advance their knowl-
edge and experience in the cockpit has been 
effective and rewarding for all involved. 
 In an effort to continue to serve enthusiasts, 
Piper has been feverishly renovating the web-
site, Piper.com. It is increasingly user-friendly 
with the most current information on paint 
schemes, production, programs and products. 
This, in addition to social media outlets, has 
served as a vehicle to help promote the com-
pany and increase international visibility.
 Piper has had to stay ahead of aircraft 
interest and maintain proficient production to 
continue to grow financially and meet perfor-
mance goals. In addition, Piper has continued 
to expand its relationships with flight schools, 
delivering more than 50 new training aircraft 
throughout the world. An exclusively Garmin 
avionics product line in a tried-and-true air-
frame contributes to the successful delivery of 
several training aircraft.
 Piper Aircraft continues to be best known 
for its uncanny ability to reinvent itself to com-
pete and thrive in an ever-evolving, progressive 
market. As such, the company is flying into 
2016 with persuasive determination and an 
impressive agenda. 

PIPER REPORT

Piper Continues  
Progress Into 2016
BY ELAINE RYAN, MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST

Piper M600, M350, and M500 
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Wright Aviation Services 
Arizona, California, Colorado 

and throughout the Western US 
   Piper M-Class Courses 

         Initial Aircraft 
         Annual Recurrent 
         Mentoring 
  Our Instructors  
         Highly Experienced Professional Pilots 
         Accredited Master Instructors 
   Syllabus - FITS FAA Accepted 
   Insurance Approved  

   

Personal ize Your Train ing  
In Your Airplane 

At Your Pace 
On Your Schedule 

 
CONTACT US TODAY 

WrightAviation.net 
480-639-5817 
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G
o to the Apple app store to 
search for an EFB (electronic 
flight bag), and you may be 
surprised at what you find.
   The good news when is that 

there are a lot of them – well over 100. The 
bad news is that most of them are likely to be 
useless to you, no matter what you’re looking 
for. Part of the problem is that a number of 
app developers call their software an EFB 
when it’s really something else. Another part 
comes from app developers who design for 
specific platforms, which is good if you have 
that platform, and useless if you don’t.
 And then there are things that show up 
when you search for an EFB that have nothing 
to do with aviation. For example, there’s a mu-
sic group named EFB and a handwriting and 
notepad app for the iPad called ScribePad that 
shows up when you search for an EFB. Scribe-
Pad is actually designed for use in the cockpit, 
but it is a general-purpose note-taking app.
 That still leaves more than 100 apps intend-
ed for use in some phase of aviation. Several 
integrate with Bluetooth-enabled avionics 
to put a display and monitoring function on 
your iPad. Guardian Electronics and Garmin 
make monitoring apps, and there are probably 
others.
 Other apps are designed for specific aircraft 
or aircraft manufacturers (including Boeing) 
where you can get apps for the 737 and 777, 
apps for Airbus and Pilatus (which publishes 

a digital manual for the PC-12 that shows up 
as an EFB). There are regional apps, such as 
one from Dubai, and you can even find apps 
designed specifically for military operations.
 I was looking for something that was a 
more general-purpose app, something that 
would let you perform necessary functions 
before and during flight, that didn’t need an 
Internet connection to work for inflight use 
and, fortunately, I found something.

JEPPESEN, OF COURSE
Jeppesen, now part of Boeing, has been 
around aviation nearly since the beginning. 
We all trained using Jeppesen approach 
plates, and we all carried those massive brief-
cases full of paper with Jeppesen’s name on it. 
Jeppesen was one of the pioneers in bringing 
aviation data to the digital world, so it makes 
sense that the company would also have a 
top-notch EFB that can use the company’s 
charts and other visual material. 

I looked at the demo version of Jeppesen 
FliteDeck Pro, which is intended to be used by 
commercial or military pilots. Other versions of 
FliteDeck (such as Jeppesen Mobile FD) don’t 
have this restriction. However, the reviews for 
Mobile FD indicate that some usability modi-
fications would be a good idea if the company 
plans for this app to be widely used. 

Fortunately, FliteDeck Pro has no such 
issues. While the demo version is limited to 
a few Denver-area airports, the app sup-
ports airports worldwide. With the paid 
version, you get airport diagrams, approach 
plates and taxi charts, along with a weather 
function that provides both the raw data and 
decoded data. 

The Jeppesen EFB also includes IFR en 
route charts and VFR charts, and the app 
uses Jeppesen’s digital charts, which require a 
subscription.

GLOBAL NAV SOURCE EXCELS
Global Nav Source does a lot more than just 
provide an EFB for your iPad. The company 
will also test your iPad for compliance with 
FAA requirements and, if it passes, the com-
pany will certify it and attach a placard stating 

Searching for a Good EFB App
BY WAYNE RASH, JR.

MiPAD

Skylegs will provide a map that you can use, but it’s not an aviation map and unsuitable suitable for navigation.

The Skylegs app is primarily for record-keeping, and you have to enter your basic information yourself before you can use it.
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Malibu Aerospace Wheel Well Fairings

TO ORDER CONTACT:
BRAD LUDLOW
Office & Client Relations Manager
Phone: 877-662-5428
E-Mail: bludlow@malibuaerospace.com
www.malibuaerospace.com

The Malibu Aerospace Wheel Well Fairings are designed 
to provide aerodynamic flow under the wing.  The Fairings 
smooth the flow of air over the exposed tires and reduce 
drag! Installation is fast and simple; the Fairings attach with 
stainless steel screws, with no riveting required and give a 
clean, finished appearance under the wing!

MARY BRYANT TRAINING

Lester Kyle

MALIBU  •  MIRAGE  •  MERIDIAN   •  JETPROP

Insurance Approved 
Initial and Recurrent Training

727.515.1638
mary.bryant1@verizon.net

Eclipse® is a service mark of Eclipse International, Inc.
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that it meets requirements. The tests include 
high-altitude operations and rapid decompres-
sion up to 51,000 feet. 
 One feature of the EFB is that it includes so 
many standard features. You can get weather 
briefings, file a flight plan, get weather details 
for nearby airports, view FAA digital charts 
and see satellite photos of the area of interest. 
The EFB provides a moving map display, and 
it can cache the charts for your route and the 
charts you’ve seen. 
 However, the Global Nav Source EFB can’t 
work miracles, which means that, without hav-
ing some sort of data connection, you can’t get 
weather updates and you can’t get satellite pho-
tos and charts that haven’t been stored in the 
cache. But if you’ve used the app to study your 
origin and destination, then those charts will 
be in the cache and will show on the display. 
 There are things that I wish this app pro-
vided, such as a weight-and-balance calcula-
tion, and I noticed some minor issues with 

resolution on the iPad Pro, which wouldn’t be 
present in older versions, but overall this is an 
excellent EFB that meets most needs. 

SKYLEGS BEFORE YOU FLY
Skylegs is another approach to aviation 
record-keeping, and while it’s presented as 
an EFB, it’s actually more of a record-keep-
ing app that requires an Internet connection 
to be used. This app is actually web-based, 
which means that you don’t need to use it on 
your iPad. However, there is an iPad app that 
will connect you to the web-based data.

Skylegs will keep a record of your li-
censing for the aircraft you regularly fly; it 
will keep track of your agenda, which will 
be useful for a busy commercial pilot or 
an instructor. A social media aspect to this 
app allows users to interact in a message 
list. However, those messages seem to be 
inactive.

I could have taken a look at a seem-

ingly endless list of EFB apps but, with the 
exception of a few, there’s remarkably little 
in terms of useful, general purpose EFB 
software that I was willing to try out. Of 
course, if I’d been looking at a more vertical 
application, such as something that worked 
with a specific set of avionics, then what’s 
there seems to be good and fairly complete. 
 And, of course, this is an area of app 
development that is begging for innovation, 
so perhaps we’ll see more. 
 But there are a couple of well-designed, 
very functional EFB apps out there. The 
Jeppesen and Global Nav Source products 
are very different, but they’re both quite 
good and deserve a look. 

Wayne Rash is based near 

Washington, D.C., where he 

works as bureau chief and 

senior columnist for eWEEK. 

He has been a pilot since 1968. 

He can be reached at wayne@

waynerash.com

MiPAD

As you’d expect from Jeppesen, the charts and approach plates are excellent,  
and you get them once you subscribe.

The Global Nav Source EFB gives you the basic information you need for an airport on a 
single screen, and it can add surrounding airports as well.

We’ve all learned to read weather observations in the raw form, but why do it if  
you don’t need to? Jeppesen will decode them for you.

The Global Nav Source EFB includes a complete set of FAA charts, and the subscription is 
included in the annual charge. The charts can work as a moving map display, and they’re 

cached in your iPad for times when you can’t get a data connection.
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When it comes to Piper PA-46 support, 
it’s all about Experience!

We Are The PA-46 Series Professionals
Des Moines Flying Service, Inc.

CHECK THIS OUT:
  More Than Seven Decades of 
       Piper Sales/Service Experience.
  Extensive Piper Parts Knowledge
      & Research Capability.
  Our Parts Staff Averages 
      25 Years Expertise.
  Extensive “Hands-On” 
        Service Center Support.
  Huge Piper Parts Inventory.

-622-8311
or

256-5300
dmfs.com

PA-46 TRAINING SPECIALIST
MERIDIAN JETPROP MALIBU MIRAGE MATRIX
INITIAL/

Syllabus Includes: System, Avionics, Autopilot, Emergency Training

Locations KVRB, Mobile Onsite, Anywhere USA

eTRAINING

All courses are taught by Ron Cox. 
Ron has over 25 years experience 
in the advanced aviation training 
business

NOW

Expert Flight Instruction
& Consultation Services

32 YEARS IN PA-46 TRAINING

INITIAL AND REFRESHER COURSES
MERIDAN JETPROP MALIBU  MIRAGE MATRIX

Traveling to your location or ours,  
here in sunny Florida

Instructors In WV/MD, MO, CA, IN

772.538.4624
http://www.fly4kyle.com email: fly4kyle@aol.com

INSURANCE APPROVED

LESTER KYLE’S
AIRCRAFT TRAINING

Lester Kyle

GetATaxReceipt

www.buildaplane.org
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A
weekend in
Cleveland, 
Ohio, is no
get-away;
it’s a get-

into — with a bit of grit to
sharpen your senses.

Your approach to Burke
Lakefront Airport (KBKL)
presents downtown Cleve-
land in its best light. Flying
low and slow over Lake
Erie offers a great view of 
North Coast Harbor on
the south shore of the lake
and the city’s skyline. The 
airport, with its 5,200-foot
runway, sits right at the
edge of the lake and the
edge of downtown. The
Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame is so close that plans 
for the I.M. Pei-designed
glass pyramid had to be
trimmed by 40 feet to
avoid interfering with
KBLK traffic.

Last summer, the 
tarmac was wingtip-to-
wingtip with corporate 

jets when the Cava-
liers hosted the NBA 
Championship, and you
are likely to experience
KBLK on steroids in 
July when the Republi-
can National Conven-
tion takes over the city.

A taxi that rolls up
to the cabin door of 
your plane can whisk 
you to a downtown hot
in less than 10 minutes,
and then Cleveland 
becomes a walking city.
You’ve got to start with
the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame, which has
dominated the waterfront
since 1995 and signaled
a renaissance for the
blue-collar reputation of 
the city. Cleveland won
the right to host the Hall
of Fame on the strength of 
the claim that Cleveland
disc jockey Alan Freed
popularized the term
“rock ‘n’ roll” on his radio
show (along with $65 mil-

at any price. It’s no exag-
geration that rock ‘n’ roll
fans (of a certain age)
could spend an entire
weekend, maybe even
a week, taking in the
permanent and special
exhibits of the hall and
not see it all. You could
spend an entire morn-
ing with the Elvis Presley 
exhibit alone, ogling the
King’s 1975 custom-made
SuperTrike motorcycle
and watching perfor-
mance films. Thanks to
Yoko Ono’s support, the

of The Beatles is rich with
items that fill out the
legend of the rock icons.

Walk on, and you
can hear Paul Simon
talk about how he and
Art Garfunkel took a
high-school gig, powered
it into an international
phenomenon — and then
parted ways. You can see
Simon’s hand-written
lyrics to “The Boxer” and 
listen to him describe his 
song-writing process.

But take the time to see
Cleveland’s quirky side,

Oldenburg’s 28-foot rub-
ber FREE stamp, which
dominates waterside
Willard Park. Or the
inscription in the fountain
at the downtown library,
which can be read only as
a reflection in the water.
Or the bronze gnomes
that peek up at you from

enches in the library 
arden.

And don’t miss the
historic gem the city has
n The Arcade, a unique
easure of 19th Century 
merican architecture.
wo nine-story towers,
ach opening to the two

main streets of Cleve-
nd, are spanned by a

pectacular Beaux Arts
on-and-glass skylight
00 feet tall. Perhaps
ne of the country’s first

shopping malls, the 1890
marvel now houses a
Hyatt Regency Hotel.

If you’re flying from sea
to shining sea, Cleveland’s
definitely worth a mid-
continent break.

IF YOU GO…
BURKE LAKEFRONT AIRPORT 
(KBLK)
1501 N. Marginal Road 

Cleveland OH 44114

216.781.6411

BurkeAirport.com

ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME
1100 E. Ninth St.

Cleveland OH 44114

216.781.7625

RockHall.com
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Cleveland
Rock museum anchors quirky Cleveland  
BY MICHELLE CARTER





K
ey West, 
Fla., the 
southern-
most spot
on the

contiguous 48 states, sits 
129 miles — and several
light years — away from 
Miami. Miami is New 
York south, but Key West 
is all Caribbean, much
closer in character and 
temperament to its other 
neighbor just 90 miles to 
the south — Cuba.

An island city of the
Florida Keys, it’s acces-
sible from the mainland 
by the Overseas Highway, 

Airport (KEYW) is your
personal port of entry. 
No eAPIS approval or 
Customs declarations are 
needed since you won’t
have left the U.S., but do
take your inflatable raft
and life vests since you’ll 
cross open water.

Be sure to ask the Key 
West Tower for the Island 
Tour routing, which 
will send you clockwise 
around the island at 1,000 
feet, so you can sight-see
and spot your “must-
sees” before landing.

If you can, avoid the 
days cruise ships are 

in the harbor. They can
spill out thousands of 
tourists on the very day 
you’d planned to visit Er-
nest Hemingway’s house
or the stunning Basilica of 
St. Mary Star of the Sea.

Famed for its pastel-
hued, conch-style houses
and laid-back attitude,
Key West is a walking
city. You can traverse 
the island — from the 
charming yacht harbor 
to South Point — in
comfort on foot, and
along the way you’ll find
Truman’s Winter White 
House (which has housed

nts Eisenhower,
dy, Carter and
n as well). Just a 
eps off touristy 
l Street, the lush 
ns and manicured
s of the Truman
ex provide a
pse of an early,
pier Key West.
emingway’s
use, wrapped 
h a continuous 

randa all the way 
ound the second 

oor and hidden 

behind a brick wall, was 
home to the writer and
his wife Pauline through 
the ‘30s. He is reported to
have written part of  “For
Whom the Bell Tolls” and
“The Snows of Kiliman-
jaro” while he lived there. 
However, perhaps the 
most celebrated current
inhabitants of the house
are the covey of six- or
seven-toed cats who have 
descended from Heming-
way’s pet Snowball. (Key 
West has exempted the
Hemingway house from 
its limit on pets in private 
residences!)

Another delightful
stop on the south end 
of the island is the Key 
West Butterfly Conser-
vancy where some of 
the most elegant and 
colorful examples of the
species will light on your
hand and pose for your 
camera. A short drive 
on Highway 1 (which 
ends in Key West at Mile
Marker 0) will take you to 
the Turtle Hospital or the
Hidden Harbor Marine
Environmental Project

in Marathon, which is
dedicated to the rescue,
rehabilitation and release 
of endangered sea turtles.

Eating well is another
grand adventure in Key 
West. We’re convinced
that the best Key Lime 
Pie can be found at Blue
Heaven and the best 
croissants at Old Town
Bakery. For upscale
dining, head to Sunset 
Key for Latitudes where 
reservations are required. 
For local flavor (and a bit
more relaxed atmo-
sphere), opt for Hogfish
or Hurricane Hole where 
they’ll cook your catch for
you if you like.

But “relaxed” is the
operative word in Key 
West. Leave your stress
on the mainland.

F YOU GO…

KEY WEST INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT (KEYW)
3491 S. Roosevelt Blvd.

Key West, FL 33040

305.809.5200

EYW.com

LANDMARK AVIATION
Formerly Island City Flying 

Service)

305.296.5422

LandmarkAviation.com/fbo/eyw
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Key West
Leafy, lazy Key West is all Carib and a little Cuban

BY MICHELLE CARTER
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T
he wonders
of the world
tend not 
to be so
wonder-full

if they’re right next door.
Very often it takes an out-
of-town visitor to get a
Californian to Yosemite or
an Arizonan to the Grand
Canyon, but residents of 
the lower 48 really need to
see Niagara Falls — and
do it from the air.

The next time your
travels take you to upstate
New York, plan to swing
up to Niagara Falls Inter-
national Airport (IAG)
for the weekend or at least
an overnight. 

The falls straddle the
U.S.-Canadian border
at the Niagara River,
which drains Lake Erie
into Lake Ontario. Three
different waterfalls

(Horseshoe, American
and Bridal Veil) combine
to create the highest flow 
rate of any waterfall in
the world, with a vertical
drop of more than 165
feet. The volume of water
approaching the falls can
reach, and occasionally 
exceed, 225,000 cubic
feet per second in the late
spring and early summer.

To overfly the falls
requires a bit of pre-
planning, but as long as
you don’t plan to land
in Canada (if you’re an
American), you don’t
have to file eApis forms
and pay those hefty inter-
national fees at Canadian
airports. The N.E. Airport
Facility Directory will
provide you with detailed
flight restrictions but, in
a nutshell, you must fly a 
clockwise pattern, above

3,500 feet altitude and
under 130 knots airspeed.
You’ll communicate via
122.05 Mhz and use Ni-
agara Falls International
Airport altimeter setting.

That 3,500-foot ceiling 
is intended to separate
fixed-wing aircraft from
helicopters after a nasty 
mid-air collision killed a
number of people about
20 years ago.

After the fly-over, rent
a car or grab a shuttle to
the Rainbow Bridge and
walk across the border,
with your passports in
tow — you’ll need them
to get back on U.S. soil!
The best ground-level
views are from the Ca-
nadian side. Ontario has
preserved the riverside
viewing area in a very 
pleasant park. You can
stroll up and down the

wide rampart and snap
postcard-worthy pics
along the way.

Beyond the park is a
fairly seedy strip of reptile
shows and fast-food 
vendors that holds one big
surprise, the Skylon Tow-
er. Scoot past the souvenir
schlock on the bottom
floor and zip up the 775
feet to the observation
deck to get a great view 
from another perspec-
tive. You earn a priority 
(52-second) ride on the
exterior, glass-enclosed
elevator if you’ve made
reservations at the dining
room at the top. The food
was remarkably good and
reasonably priced!

Finally, it’s hard to beat
seeing the falls up close
and personal. That means
the Maid of the Mist,
the ferries that carry you

falls. Open every day May 
through October, river
conditions permitting,
the Maid and her sister
maidens are surprisingly 
inexpensive (under $20),
but they don’t take reser-
vations!

After a day of sight-
seeing at four different
levels, a warm shower
and a comfortable bed
are most welcome. The
best lodging is on the
Canadian side at any 
one of a score or more of 
classy bed-and-breakfasts
in the spiffed-up Victo-
rians that line the uphill
side of River Road. They 
range from serviceable to
sumptuous with prices to
match, and you can walk 
to the falls promenade
and watch the fireworks
over the falls on summer
nights.

It’s our wonder of the
world, so make the trip.
IF YOU GO…

NIAGARA FALLS  
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (IAG)
2035 Niagara Falls Blvd. 

Niagara Falls, NY 14304

716.297.4494

NiagaraFallsAirport.com

SKYLON TOWER
5200 Robinson St.

Niagara Falls, ON L2G 2A3

905.356.2651

Skylon.com

Niagara Falls
Gaining perspective on Niagara Falls

BY MICHELLE CARTER
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